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Abstract
Recent advances in adaptive object detection have
achieved compelling results in virtue of adversarial feature
adaptation to mitigate the distributional shifts along the detection pipeline. Whilst adversarial adaptation significantly enhances the transferability of feature representations,
the feature discriminability of object detectors remains less
investigated. Moreover, transferability and discriminability may come at a contradiction in adversarial adaptation
given the complex combinations of objects and the differentiated scene layouts between domains. In this paper, we
propose a Hierarchical Transferability Calibration Network
(HTCN) that hierarchically (local-region/image/instance)
calibrates the transferability of feature representations for
harmonizing transferability and discriminability. The proposed model consists of three components: (1) Importance Weighted Adversarial Training with input Interpolation (IWAT-I), which strengthens the global discriminability
by re-weighting the interpolated image-level features; (2)
Context-aware Instance-Level Alignment (CILA) module,
which enhances the local discriminability by capturing the
underlying complementary effect between the instance-level
feature and the global context information for the instancelevel feature alignment; (3) local feature masks that calibrate the local transferability to provide semantic guidance
for the following discriminative pattern alignment. Experimental results show that HTCN significantly outperforms
the state-of-the-art methods on benchmark datasets.

1. Introduction
Object detection has shown great success in the deep
learning era, relying on representative features learned from
∗ Corresponding

author

large amount of labeled training data. Nevertheless, the object detectors trained on the source domain do not generalize well to a new target domain, due to the presence of
domain shift [50]. This hinders the deployment of models in real-world situations where data distributions typically
vary from one domain to another. Unsupervised Domain
Adaptation (UDA) [36] serves as a promising solution to
solve this problem by transferring knowledge from a labeled
source domain to a fully unlabeled target domain.
A general practice in UDA is to bridge the domain gap
by explicitly learning invariant representations between domains and achieving small error on the source domain,
which have achieved compelling performance on image
classification [15, 55, 13, 49, 54, 45, 23, 5] and semantic
segmentation [52, 19, 64, 63, 28, 29]. These UDA methods can fall into two main categories. The first category
is statistics matching, which aims to match features across
domains with statistical distribution divergence [15, 12, 33,
35, 60, 40]. The second category is adversarial learning,
which aims to learn domain-invariant representations via
domain adversarial training [13, 54, 47, 34, 58, 5] or GANbased pixel-level adaptation [3, 31, 43, 20, 19].
Regarding UDA for cross-domain object detection, several works [7, 44, 62, 4, 26, 18] have recently attempted
to incorporate adversarial learning within de facto detection
frameworks, e.g., Faster R-CNN [42]. With the local nature
of detection tasks, current methods typically minimize the
domain disparity at multiple levels via adversarial feature
adaptation, such as image and instance levels alignment [7],
strong-local and weak-global alignment [44], local-region
alignment based on region proposal [62], multi-level feature alignment with prediction-guided instance-level constraint [18]. They hold a common belief that harnessing
adversarial adaptation helps yield appealing transferability.
However, transferability comes at a cost, i.e., adversarial adaptation would potentially impair the discriminability
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of target features since not all features are equally transferable. Note that, in this paper, the transferability refers
to the invariance of the learned representations across domains, and discriminability refers to the ability of the detector to localize and distinguish different instances. Some
recent studies [6, 53] have also implied similar finding, but
how to identify and calibrate the feature transferability still
remains unclear. This phenomenon would be more severe
in cross-domain detection, given the complex combinations
of various objects and the differentiated scene layouts between domains. In other words, strictly aligning the entire
feature distributions between domains by adversarial learning is prone to result in negative transfer, because the transferability of different levels (i.e., local-region, instance and
image) is not explicitly elaborated in the object detector.
In this work, we propose to harmonize transferability
and discriminability for cross-domain object detection by
developing a novel Hierarchical Transferability Calibration
Network (HTCN), which regularizes the adversarial adaptation by hierarchically calibrating the transferability of representations with improved discriminability. Specifically, we
first propose an Importance Weighted Adversarial Training
with input Interpolation (IWAT-I) strategy, which aims to
strengthen the global discriminability by re-weighting the
interpolated feature space based on the motivation that not
all samples are equally transferable especially after interpolation. Secondly, considering the structured scene layouts and the local nature of the detection task, we design
a Context-aware Instance-Level Alignment (CILA) module
to enhance the local discriminability by capturing the complementary effect between the instance-level feature and the
global context information. In particular, instead of simply
concatenating these two terms, our approach resorts to the
tensor product for more informative fusion. Finally, upon
observing that some local regions of the whole image are
more descriptive and dominant than others, we further enhance the local discriminability by proposing to compute
local feature masks in both domains based on the shallow
layer features for approximately guiding the semantic consistency in the following alignment, which can be seen as an
attention-like module that capture the transferable regions
in an unsupervised manner.
The proposed HTCN significantly extends the ability of
previous adversarial-based adaptive detection methods by
harmonizing the potential contradiction between transferability and discriminability. Extensive experiments show
that the proposed method exceeds the state-of-the-art performance on several benchmark datasets for cross-domain
detection. For example, we achieve 39.8% mAP on adaptation from Cityscapes to Foggy-Cityscapes, outperforming
the latest state-of-the-art adversarial-based adaptation methods [44, 62, 26, 18] by a large margin (5.6% on average) and
approaching the upper bound (40.3%). Our code is avail-

able at https://github.com/chaoqichen/HTCN.

2. Related Work
Unsupervised Domain Adaptation Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) attempts to transfer knowledge
from one domain to another by mitigating the distributional
variations. Recently, UDA has achieved extensive success,
especially for image classification and semantic segmentation. Typically, UDA methods propose to bridge different
domains by matching the high-order statistics of source and
target feature distributions in the latent space, such as Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [55, 33], second-order
moment [49], Central Moment Discrepancy (CMD) [60],
and Wasserstein distance [46]. With insights from the practice of Generative Adversarial Nets (GAN) [16], tremendous works [14, 54, 38, 45, 56, 5] have been done by leveraging the two-player game to achieve domain confusion
with Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL) for feature alignment.
In addition, other GAN-based works [3, 31, 43, 20, 19, 51]
aim to achieve pixel-level adaptation in virtue of image-toimage translation techniques, e.g., CycleGAN [61].
UDA for Object Detection By contrast, there is relatively limited study on domain adaptation for object detection
task, despite the impressive performance on single domain
detection [42, 32, 41, 30, 39]. Following the practice of
conventional wisdom, Chen et al. [7] pioneer this line of research, which propose a domain adaptive Faster R-CNN to
reduce the distribution divergence in both image-level and
instance-level by embedding adversarial feature adaptation
into the two-stage detection pipeline. Saito et al. [44] propose to align local receptive fields on shallow layers and
image-level feature on deep layers, namely, strong local
and weak global alignments. Similarly, He et al. [18] propose a hierarchical domain feature alignment module and a
weighted GRL to re-weight training samples. Zhu et al. and
Cai et al. [62, 4] propose to exploit object proposal mining
or object relations to achieve detailed local-region alignment in deep layers. Kim et al. [26] solve the adaptation
problem from the perspective of domain diversification by
randomly augmenting source and target domains into multiple domains, and then learning the invariant representations among domains. Nevertheless, all these UDA methods do not properly handle the the potential contradiction
between transferability and discriminability when adapting
object detectors in the context of adversarial adaptation.

3. Hierarchical Transferability Calibration
Network (HTCN)
In this section, we present the technical details of the
proposed method. The overall architecture of the proposed
HTCN is shown in Fig. 1, which consists of three modules, IWAT-I, CILA, and the local feature masks for se-
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Figure 1: The overall structure of the proposed HTCN. D1 is pixel-wise domain discriminator, while D2 and D3 are imagewise domain discriminator. G1 , G2 , and G3 denote the different level feature extractors.
mantic consistency. IWAT-I regularizes the image-level adversarial adaptation to calibrate the global transferability
by re-weighting the interpolated feature space in imagewise. CILA regularizes the instance-level adversarial adaptation to calibrate the local transferability in virtue of tensor
product to enable the informative interactions between the
instance-level feature and the aggregated context vector.

3.1. Problem Formulation
For cross-domain object detection, it is required to simultaneously predict the bounding box locations and object
categories. Formally, we have access to a labeled source
s
k×1
s
dataset Ds = {(xsi , yis , bsi )}N
, bsi ∈ Rk×4 )
i=1 (yi ∈ R
t
of Ns samples, and a target dataset Dt = {xtj }N
j=1 of Nt
unlabeled samples. The source and target domains share
an identical label space, but violate the i.i.d. assumption as
they are sampled from different data distributions. The goal
of this paper is to learn an adaptive object detector, with the
labeled Ds and unlabeled Dt , which can perform well on
the target domain. Following the mainstream cross-domain
detection methods [7, 44, 62, 4, 18], the proposed HTCN is
based on the Faster-RCNN [42] framework.
As demonstrated in Section 1, transferability and discriminability may come at a contradiction in cross-domain
detection tasks when using adversarial adaptation. Motivated by this, our cross-domain detection approach resolves
this problem from two perspectives: 1) calibrating the transferability by hierarchically identifying and matching the
transferable local region features (Sec. 3.4), holistic imagelevel features (Sec. 3.2), and ROI-based instance-level features (Sec. 3.3), and 2) the hierarchical transferability-based
cross-domain feature alignments, in turn, will improve the
feature discriminability at multiple levels.

Figure 2: Motivation of the interpolation operation for improving the source-biased decision boundary through generating synthetic samples from its counterpart domain to fill
in the distributional gap between domains.

3.2. Importance Weighted Adversarial Training
with Input Interpolation
Domain adversarial training [13] serves as a typical and
powerful domain alignment approach to align feature distributions via a two-player game. Nevertheless, pure domain
alignment may potentially deteriorate the semantic consistency and result in negative transfer, which has been extensively explored by numerous prior works [58, 64, 34, 27,
5, 57, 10] in image classification and semantic segmentation tasks. By contrast, it is difficult or even impossible
to explicitly encourage the cross-domain semantic consistency in object detection due to the distinct scene layouts, object co-occurrence, and background between domains. The representative semantic alignment strategies (e.g.,
prototype alignment [58, 5, 37, 10] or entropy regularization [64, 47, 8]) would be no longer applicable.
To overcome the negative transfer in the context of crossdomain detection, the proposed IWAT-I adapts the sourcebiased decision boundary to target data through generating
interpolation samples between domains, which implicitly
induces the adversarial training to converge to a better saddle point and explicitly calibrate the global transferability
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to promote positive transfer. The motivation of the interpolation based adversarial training is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Without interpolation, the decision boundary learned by the
adversarial training is prone to be source-biased, which will
deteriorate its discriminability in the target domain.
The interpolation is implemented with CycleGAN [61]
by generating synthetic samples from its counterpart domain to fill in the distributional gap between domains. Next,
we aim to re-weight the interpolated data space based on
their importance. The importance is associated with the
cross-domain similarity, i.e., the higher the similarity is, the
greater importance the sample is. Our key insight is that not
all images are created equally in terms of transferability especially after interpolation. We aim to up-weight the most
desirable samples while down-weight the irrelevant samples
to calibrate the image-level transferability.
Specifically, we leverage the uncertainty of the domain
discriminator with respect to an input sample to discover
transferable samples. The output of the discriminator D2
w.r.t. an input xi is di = D2 (G1 ◦ G2 (xi )). Then, the uncertainty vi of each xi is measured by the information entropy
w.r.t. the output of the domain discriminator,
vi = H(di ) = −di · log(di ) − (1 − di ) · log(1 − di ) (1)
where H(·) is the entropy function. The weight of each
image xi can then be computed as 1 + vi . Images with
high uncertainty (hard-to-distinguish by D2 ) should be upweighted, vice versa. The obtained uncertainty is then used
to re-weight the feature representation as follows,
gi = fi × (1 + vi )

(2)

where fi is the feature before feeding into D2 . The input of
D3 is G3 (gi ) and its adversarial loss is defined as,
Lga = E[log(D3 (G3 (gis ))] + E[1 − log(D3 (G3 (git ))] (3)

3.3. Context-Aware Instance-Level Alignment
Instance-level alignment refers to the ROI-Pooling based
feature alignment, which has been explored by some prior efforts [7, 62, 18]. While these approaches are capable
of alleviating the local instance deviations across domains
(e.g., object scale, viewpoint, deformation, and appearance)
to some extent, they may face a critical limitation that each
feature vector of ROI layer represents the local object independently without considering the holistic context information, which is an informative and decisive factor to the following detection and is prerequisite to induce accurate local
instance alignment between domains. On the other hand,
Yosinski et al. [59] reveal that deep features must eventually transition from domain-agnostic to domain-specific
along the network. Hence, the instance-level features obtained from deep layers may be distinct (discriminability)

between domains. By contrast, the context vector is aggregated from the lower layer, which is relatively invariant
(transferability) across domains. Thus, these two features
can be complementary if we reasonably fuse them.
Motivated by the aforementioned findings, we propose a
Context-aware Instance-Level Alignment (CILA) loss that
explicitly aligns the instance-level representations between
domains based on the fusion of context vector and instancewise representations. Formally, we denote the different levels of context vector as f 1c , f 2c , and f 3c respectively. The
instance-level features w.r.t. the j-th region in the i-th image is denoted as f i,j
ins and we omit the superscript for simplicity, f ins . A simple approach for this fusion is concatenation, i.e., concatenating f 1c , f 2c , f 3c , and f ins as a single
vector [f 1c , f 2c , f 3c , f ins ]. This aggregation strategy is extensively adopted by recent works [7, 44, 18] for regularizing the domain discriminator to achieve better adaptation.
However, these approaches faces critical limitation. When
using the concatenation strategy, the context features and
the instance-level features are independent of each other,
and thus they ignore the underlying complementary effect,
which is crucial for a good domain adaptation. Moreover,
these two features are asymmetric in our case, which impedes the using of some commonly used fusion methods,
such as, element-wise product or averaging.
To overcome the aforementioned problems, we propose
a non-linear fusion strategy with the following formulation,
f f us = [f 1c , f 2c , f 3c ] ⊗ f ins

(4)

where ⊗ denotes the tensor product operation and f f us is
the fused feature vector. By doing so, we are capable of producing informative interactions between the context feature
and the instance-level feature. Such a non-linear strategy is
beneficial for modeling some complex problems. However,
this strategy still faces a dilemma of dimension explosion.
Let us denote the aggregated context vector [f 1c , f 2c , f 3c ] as
f c and its dimension as dc . Similarly, the dimension of f ins
is denoted as dins , and thus the dimension of f f us will be
dc × dins . In order to tackle the dimension explosion issue,
we propose to leverage the randomized methods [34, 24]
as an unbiased estimator of the tensor product. The final
formulation is defined as follows,
1
f f us = √ (R1 f c ) ⊙ (R2 f ins )
d

(5)

where ⊙ stands for the Hadamard product. R1 and R2 are
random matrices and each of their element follows a symmetric distribution (e.g., Gaussian distribution and uniform
distribution) with univariance. In our experiments, we follow the previous work [34] by adopting the uniform distribution. R1 and R2 are sampled from uniform distribution
only once and not updated during training. More details
regarding Eq. (5) are shown in our supplemental material.
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where fˆis and fˆit denote the whole pixel-wise re-weighted
feature maps.

Formally, the CA-ILA loss is defined as follows,
Lins = −

=−

Ns
1 XX
log(Dins (f i,j
f us )s )
Ns i=1 i,j
Nt
1 XX
log(1 − Dins (f i,j
f us )t )
Nt i=1 i,j

3.5. Training Loss
(6)

3.4. Local Feature Mask for Semantic Consistency
Although the scene layouts, object co-occurrence, and
background may be distinct between domains, the description of the same object in different domains should be semantically invariant and can be matched, e.g., cars in different urban scenes should have similar sketch. Therefore, we
assume that some local regions of the whole image are more
descriptive and dominant than others. Motivated by this,
we propose to compute local feature masks in both domains
based on the shallow layer features for approximately guiding the semantic consistency in the following adaptation,
which can be seen as an attention-like module that capture
the transferable regions in an unsupervised manner.
Technically, the feature masks msf and mtf are computed
by utilizing the uncertainty of the local domain discriminator D1 . D1 is a pixel-wise discriminator. Suppose that
the feature maps from G1 have width of W and height of
H. Therefore, the pixel-wise adversarial training loss Lla is
formulated as follows,
Lla =

Ns HW
X
X
1
log(D1 (G1 (xsi )k ))2
Ns ·HW i=1
k=1

Nt HW
X
X
1
+
log(1 − D1 (G1 (xti )k ))2 ,
Nt ·HW i=1

The detection loss includes Lcls and Lreg which measure
how accurate of the classification, and the overlap of the
predicted and ground-truth bounding boxes. Combining all
the presented parts, the overall objective function for the
proposed model is,
max

Lcls +Lreg −λ(Lla +Lma +Lga +Lins ), (9)

where λ is parameters balancing loss components.

3.6. Theoretical Insights
We provide theoretical insights of our approach w.r.t. the
domain adaptation theory. We assume that the cross-domain
detection by unconstrained adversarial training can be seen
as a non-conservative domain adaptation [2, 47] problem
due to the potential contradiction between transferability
and discriminability. Conservative domain adaptation [2]
refers to a scenario that a learner only need to find the optimal hypothesis regarding the labeled source samples and
evaluate the performance of this hypothesis on the target
domain by using the unlabeled target samples.
Definition 1. Let H be the hypothesis class. Given two
different domains S, T , in non-conservative domain adaptation, we have the following inequality,
RT (ht ) < RT (h∗ ), where

(7)

h∗ = arg min RS (h) + RT (h),
h∈H

(10)

t

h = arg min RT (h)

k=1

h∈H

where (G1 (xi ))k denotes the feature vector of the kth location in the feature map obtained from G1 (xi ). For ease
of denotation, we omit the superscript from xsi and xti as
xi , when it applies. Hereafter, (G1 (xi ))k is denoted as
rik . Note that a location in the abstracted feature map corresponds to a region in the original image with a certain
receptive field. For each region, the output of discriminator D1 is represented by dki = D1 (rik ). Similar to Eq. (1), the uncertainty from D1 at each region is computed
as v(rik ) = H(dki ). Based on the computed uncertainty
map, the feature mask of each region mkf is further defined
as mkf = 2 − v(rik ), i.e., the less uncertainty regions are
more transferable. To this end, to incorporate the local feature masks into the detection pipeline, we re-weight the local features by r̃ik ← rik · mki . In that way, the informative
regions will be assigned a higher weight, while other less
informative regions will be suppressed. The source and target feature masks are computed respectively to semantically guide the following high-level feature adaptation. To this
end, the adversarial loss of D2 is defined as follows,
Lma = E[log(D2 (G2 (fˆis ))] + E[1 − log(D2 (G2 (fˆit ))]

min

D1 ,D2 ,D3 G1 ,G2 ,G3

where RS (·) and RT (·) denote the expected risk on source
and target domains.
Def. 1 shows that there exists an optimality gap between
the optimal source detector and the optimal target detector
in non-conservative domain adaptation, which results from
the contradiction between transferability and discriminability. Strictly matching the whole feature distributions between domains (i.e., aiming to find a hypothesis that simultaneously minimizes the source and target expected errors)
inevitably results in sub-optimal solution according to Def. 1. Hence, we are required to design a model that promotes the parts of transferable features and alleviates those
non-transferable features. Theoretically, our work is not to
explicitly seek ht in the target domain due to the absence of
ground-truth labels, but to solve the non-conservative domain adaptation problem and minimize the upper bound of
the expected target error, i.e., RT (h).
The theory of domain adaptation [1] bounds the expected
error on the target domain as follows,
∀h ∈ H, RT (h) ≤ RS (h) +

(8)
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1
dH∆H (S, T ) + C
2

(11)

where RS denotes the expected error on the source domain,
dH∆H (S, T ) stands for the the domain divergence and associated with the feature transferability, and C is the error
of the ideal joint hypothesis (i.e., h∗ in Eq. (10)) and associated with the feature discriminability. In Inequality (11),
RS can be easily minimized by a deep network since we
have source labels. More importantly, our approach hierarchically identify the transferable region/image/instance and
enhance their transferability to minimize dH∆H (S, T ) by
the local feature masks, IWAT-I, and CILA. And we improve the discriminability to minimize C by the hierarchical
transferability-based cross-domain feature alignments. By
doing so, we are able to mitigate the contradiction between
transferability and discriminability.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets
Cityscapes → Foggy-Cityscapes. Cityscapes [9] is collected from the street scenarios of different cities. It includes 2, 975 images in the training set and 500 images
in the testing set. We used the training set during training and evaluated on the testing set by following [44]. The
images are captured by a car-mounted video camera in normal weather conditions. Joining previous practices [7, 44],
we utilize the rectangle of instance mask to obtain bounding boxes for our experiments. Foggy-Cityscapes [9] are
rendered from Cityscape by using depth information to simulate the foggy scenes. The bounding box annotations are
inherited from the Cityscapes dataset. Note that we utilize
the training set of Foggy-Cityscapes as the target domain.
PASCAL → Clipart. We use the combination of the
training and validation set in PASCAL [11] as the source
domain by following [44]. Clipart is from the Watercolor
datasets [21] and used as the target domain, which contains
1K images and have the same 20 categories as PASCAL.
Sim10K → Cityscapes. Sim10K [22] is a dataset produced based on the computer game Grand Theft Auto V
(GTA V). It contains 10,000 images of the synthetic driving
scene with 58,071 bounding boxes of the car. All images of
Sim10K are utilized as the source domain.

4.2. Implementation Details
The detection model follows the setting in [7, 62, 44]
that adopt Faster-RCNN [42] with VGG-16 [48] or ResNet101 [17] architectures. The parameters of VGG-16 and
ResNet-101 are fine-tuned from the model pre-trained on
ImageNet. In all experiments, the shorter side of each input image is resized to 600. At each iteration, we input
one source image and one target-like source image as the
source domain, while the target domain includes one target image and one source-like target image. In the testing
phase, we evaluate the adaptation performance by reporting

mean average precision (mAP) with a IoU threshold of 0.5.
We utilize stochastic gradient descent (SGD) for the training
procedure with a momentum of 0.9 and the initial learning
rate is set to 0.001, which is decreased to 0.0001 after 50K
iterations. For Cityscapes → Foggy-Cityscapes and PASCAL → Clipart, we set λ = 1 in Eq. (9). For Sim10K → Cityscapes, we set λ = 0.1. The hyper-parameters of the
detection model are set by following [42]. All experiments
are implemented by the PyTorch framework.

4.3. Comparisons with State-of-the-Arts
State-of-the-arts. In this section, we compare the proposed HTCN with state-of-the-art cross-domain detection
methods: Domain adaptive Faster-RCNN (DA-Faster) [7],
Selective Cross-Domain Alignment (SCDA) [62], MultiAdversarial Faster-RCNN (MAF) [18], Strong-Weak Distribution Alignment (SWDA) [44], Domain Diversification and Multi-domain-invariant Representation Learning
(DD-MRL) [26], and Mean Teacher with Object Relations
(MTOR) [4]. For all the aforementioned methods, we cite
the quantitative results from their original papers.
Table 1 shows the results of adaptation from Cityscapes
to Foggy-Cityscapes. Source only stands for the model
that is trained only using source images without adaptation. The proposed HTCN significantly outperforms all
comparison methods and improves over state-of-the-art results by +4.7% on average (from 35.1% to 39.8%), which
is very close to the upper bound of this adaptation task (only 0.5% apart). The compelling results clearly demonstrate
that HTCN can learn more discriminative representation in
the target domain by calibrating the transferability of the
feature representations.
The adaptation results of PASCAL → Clipart are shown
in Table 2. HTCN achieves state-of-the-art mAP on adaptation between two dissimilar domains (from real images to
artistic images) [44], which clearly verifies the robustness
of HTCN on the challenging scenario.
Table 3 shows the results of adaptation from SIM10K
(synthetic) to Cityscapes (real). Our HTCN outperforms all
comparison methods, which further verifies the effectiveness of our hierarchical transferability calibration insights.

4.4. Further Empirical Analysis
Ablation Study. We conduct the ablation study by evaluating variants of HTCN. The results are reported in Table 4.
As can be seen, when any one of the proposed modules is
removed, the performance drops accordingly. All the proposed modules are designed reasonably. Note that HTCNw/o Context Information denotes that we remove the context information from the CILA module but the instancelevel alignment is preserved. HTCN-w/o Tensor Product
denotes that we utilize the vanilla concatenation to replace
the tensor product for fusing context and instance-level features. HTCN (full) denotes the full model.
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Table 1: Results on adaptation from Cityscapes to Foggy-Cityscapes. Average precision (%) is reported on the target domain.
Note that the backbone of MTOR is ResNet-50, while the others are VGG-16.
Methods
Source Only [42]
DA-Faster (CVPR’18) [7]
SCDA (CVPR’19) [62]
MAF (ICCV’19) [18]
SWDA (CVPR’19) [44]
DD-MRL (CVPR’19) [26]
MTOR* (CVPR’19) [4]
HTCN
Upper Bound

Person
24.1
25.0
33.5
28.2
29.9
30.8
30.6
33.2
33.2

Rider
33.1
31.0
38.0
39.5
42.3
40.5
41.4
47.5
45.9

Car
34.3
40.5
48.5
43.9
43.5
44.3
44.0
47.9
49.7

Truck
4.1
22.1
26.5
23.8
24.5
27.2
21.9
31.6
35.6

Bus
22.3
35.3
39.0
39.9
36.2
38.4
38.6
47.4
50.0

Train
3.0
20.2
23.3
33.3
32.6
34.5
40.6
40.9
37.4

Motorbike
15.3
20.0
28.0
29.2
30.0
28.4
28.3
32.3
34.7

Bicycle
26.5
27.1
33.6
33.9
35.3
32.2
35.6
37.1
36.2

mAP
20.3
27.6
33.8
34.0
34.3
34.6
35.1
39.8
40.3

Table 2: Results on adaptation from PASCAL VOC to Clipart Dataset (%). The results of SWDA* (only G) are cited
from [44], which only uses the global alignment. The backbone network is ResNet-101.
Methods
Source Only [42]
DA-Faster [7]
WST-BSR [25]
SWDA* (only G) [44]
SWDA [44]
HTCN

aero bcycle bird boat bottle bus car cat
35.6 52.5 24.3 23.0 20.0 43.9 32.8 10.7
15.0 34.6 12.4 11.9 19.8 21.1 23.2 3.1
28.0 64.5 23.9 19.0 21.9 64.3 43.5 16.4
30.5 48.5 33.6 24.8 41.2 48.9 32.4 17.2
26.2 48.5 32.6 33.7 38.5 54.3 37.1 18.6
33.6 58.9 34.0 23.4 45.6 57.0 39.8 12.0

chair
30.6
22.1
42.2
34.5
34.8
39.7

cow
11.7
26.3
25.9
55.0
58.3
51.3

table
13.8
10.6
30.5
19.0
17.0
21.1

dog
6.0
10.0
7.9
13.6
12.5
20.1

hrs
36.8
19.6
25.5
35.1
33.8
39.1

bike
45.9
39.4
67.6
66.2
65.5
72.8

prsn
48.7
34.6
54.5
63.0
61.6
63.0

plnt
41.9
29.3
36.4
45.3
52.0
43.1

sheep
16.5
1.0
10.3
12.5
9.3
19.3

sofa
7.3
17.1
31.2
22.6
24.9
30.1

train
22.9
19.7
57.4
45.0
54.1
50.2

tv
32.0
24.8
43.5
38.9
49.1
51.8

mAP
27.8
19.8
35.7
36.4
38.1
40.3

Table 3: Results on Sim10K → Cityscapes (%). L, G, LFM,
CI indicate local region alignment, global image alignment,
local feature mask, and context-vector based instance-level
alignment. The backbone network is VGG-16.
Methods
Source Only [42]
DA-Faster [7]
SWDA [44]
MAF [18]
HTCN

L
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓

G
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓

LFM
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓

CI
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓

AP on car
34.6
38.9
40.1
41.1
42.5

Influence of IOU threshold. Figure 3 shows the performance of different models (i.e., Source Only, SWDA [44],
and HTCN) with the variation of IOU thresholds. We found
that the mAP continuously drops with the increasing of the
IOU threshold and close to zero in the end. It is noteworthy that the proposed HTCN significantly outperforms the
comparison methods on the IOU range 0.5-0.9, which implies that our HTCN can provide more accurate and robust
bounding boxes regression.
Visualization of Local Feature Masks. Figure 4 visualizes the proposed local feature masks on source and target
domains. The brighter the color is, the larger the weight
value is. We can observe that the source and target feature masks demonstrate an edge-aware pattern, which focuses on the edge of different instances (e.g., car and person) and some other descriptive regions (e.g., building and
traffic sign). Due to the presence of the large distributional variations between domains, forcefully matching the two domains is prone to result in negative transfer since not

Figure 3: The performance with the variation of IOU
thresholds on transfer task Cityscapes → Foggy-Cityscapes.
all regions are informative and transferable. By contrast,
the local feature masks make the adaptation network upweight the semantically descriptive and informative regions
to yield better discriminability by transferability calibration.
Detection Examples. Figure 5 illustrates the example of
detection results on transfer tasks Cityscapes → FoggyCityscapes and Sim10K→Cityscapes, respectively. The
proposed HTCN consistently outperforms both Source Only [42] and SWDA [44] models in different tasks. For example, in the detection results of Foggy-Cityscapes, HTCN is
capable of detecting those obscured instances with accurate
bounding box predictions.

5. Conclusion
This paper presented a novel framework called Hierarchical Transferability Calibration Network to harmonize
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Table 4: Ablation of HTCN on Cityscapes → Foggy-Cityscapes.
Methods
Source Only
HTCN-w/o IWAT-I
HTCN-w/o CILA
HTCN-w/o Local Feature Masks
HTCN-w/o Interpolation
HTCN-w/o Context Information
HTCN-w/o Tensor Product
HTCN (full)

Person
24.1
30.5
32.9
32.9
32.8
30.0
33.3
33.2

Rider
33.1
42.0
45.9
46.2
45.6
43.0
46.7
47.5

Car
34.3
44.3
48.5
48.2
44.8
44.4
47.6
47.9

Truck
4.1
21.6
27.6
31.1
26.5
28.2
28.6
31.6

Bus
22.3
39.4
44.6
47.3
44.3
43.1
46.1
47.4

Train
3.0
34.1
22.1
33.3
36.9
32.3
36.4
40.9

Motorbike
15.3
32.3
34.1
33.0
32.0
28.7
32.6
32.3

Bicycle
26.5
33.0
37.6
39.0
37.1
33.7
37.2
37.1

mAP
20.3
34.7
36.6
38.9
37.5
35.4
38.6
39.8

Figure 4: Illustration of the local feature masks on adaptation task Cityscapes (Top) → Foggy-Cityscapes (Bottom).

Figure 5: Illustration of the detection results on the target domain. First and second rows: Cityscapes → Foggy-Cityscapes.
Third and fourth rows: Sim10K→Cityscapes. Best view in color.
transferability and discriminability in the context of adversarial adaptation for adapting object detectors by exploring
the transferability of different local-regions, images, and instances. The extensive experiments demonstrate that our
approach yields state-of-the-art performance for adapting
object detectors on several benchmark datasets.
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